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The Rural Economy

• Rural spaces are not separate from Urban ones!

• They are two sides of the same coin….

• And each influences the other in profound ways.

• Including:
• Socially

• Culturally

• And especially, Economically!



• Most rural areas once prospered as Resource Economies
• Harvesting trees

• Harvesting food

• Mining

• Etc

• As Resource Economies are dependent upon price, they are 
therefore dependent upon scale and efficiency.  

• Even then global competition sets the price and provides a 
challenge.



• Resource Economies in rural areas in developed countries 
invest in machinery which is more and more efficient.

• They replace human labour with machine labour.

• As they approach the limits of harvesting, machines do not 
get smaller – the amount of human labour does!

• Thus, developed resource economies in rural areas do not 
create many jobs!



• The result is rural depopulation as rural residents move to 
urban centres to find employment.

How can we keep people on the land?



Vocational Transition

• As the Agricultural industry (and other production economic 
activities like forestry) employ less people per unit of land,

• There is a new ‘excess agricultural labour force’

• Where will these people work if they wish to stay in their rural 
home?

• They must become self employed!



Vocational transition 

• The best way to keep people on the land, is to support their 
transition to owning small and medium scale businesses

• This requires innovative thinking, both on the part of local 
people, and the part of local governments.



Vocational Transition

• Support can include:
• Training in community enterprise
• Training in starting small businesses
• Training in how to identify old assets and new markets



Vocational transition 

• Support also must include
• Regional and national policies that support self-employment

• Funding support for business start ups

• Support for networks of entrepreneurs

• An orientation towards innovation, and an understanding of what 
it involves, within policy circles



Change

• There is a set of fundamental social and economic changes 
across developed countries.

• These social and economic changes create new, important 
opportunities for the rural (and agricultural) economy!



Economic changes

• Globalisation:  production
• local/national products compete on a global scale against other 

producers

• Globalisation: consumption
• Local/national consumers consume products, ideas of quality and 

fashion from all around the world, and most of all -- Experiences



Economic changes

•With the advent of Globalisation, all sectors of the 
economy have changed in importance.

• Primary sector – production of commodities
• Secondary sector – manufacture
• Tertiary sector – services
• Quaternary sector – producer and high order services



Economic changes – primary sector

• Now, price points for commodities are usually set in a global 
market, with the lowest price setting the standards

• Thus, those areas which can produce for less cost per unit – due 
to favourable environment, labour costs, input costs, etc. -- will 
be most successful

• Even where the primary sector is protected or subsidized (i.e. 
agriculture in Norway, forestry in Canada), this is still set against 
a global commodity market



Economic changes – primary sector

• As commodity prices decline, it becomes more and more difficult
to produce profitably because, as a rule, input prices (especially
of petroleum-based inputs in agriculture) are rising

• The only options are to get bigger and bigger, and to increase
machine inputs whilst reducing human labour inputs.

• Or, to turn away from the mass commodity market by
specialising, differentiating your product from that market by
localising it, or opting for an agricultural system which turns its
back on the ‘green revolution’ scientific agricultural industry



Economic changes – Tertiary (Service) sector

• This sector of economic activity includes many different 
activities, from personal services such as laundry, to tourism and 
to the Arts.

•

• This is also the place of the Culture Economy and the Experience 
Economy.

• Since the 1980s, the Service sector (including high order services) 
is the largest creator of wealth and economic growth in the 
overall economy



The Culture Economy

• Includes traditional ‘High Culture’

• But also, importantly, includes the living culture which is all 
around us!
• Cultural landscapes
• Local cultures and culture products like local food, local ways of 

building, 
• Often the culture economy is built around people’s interaction 

with the environment within which they are located.
• This includes maritime culture, rural culture, vernacular housing, 

etc.



The Culture Economy

• In a globalized economy, the primary differentiator between 
products and services is price!
• i.e. IT services from India or forest products from Siberia

• Where everything is increasingly the same, those goods or 
services which are unique, which cannot be found anywhere 
else, which are ‘distinctive’ – they have a higher value



“The culture economy strategy is less focused on pure 
product-orientation, and focuses more broadly on the place
[Landscape] as a point of departure for economic and cultural 
development and growth.”



The Experience Economy

• One important aspect of the Culture Economy is called The 
Experience Economy 
• (see Joseph Pine & James Gilmore 2007)

• Here, the key thing that people will pay for is an ‘experience’ 
which is unique, un-repeatable.

• And what they take away is a narrative – a story of their 
experience!



The Experience Economy

• A stager of experiences does not offer goods or services alone, 
but an experience, rich with sensations, created within the 
customer.

• These experiences actually occur within any individual who has 
been engaged on an emotional, physical, intellectual or spiritual 
level.

• No two people have the exact same experience – each 
experience derives from the interaction between the staged 
event and the individual’s prior state of mind and being. 



“Knowledge/resources – thought of as the raw material for
[development] – can be found within local food, language, art
and handicraft, music, visual presentation, historic places and
events, buildings and building techniques, mythology and
folklore, literature, particular landscapes, nature and fauna.”



The Experience Economy

• As the demand for experiences grows, so too will the 
demand for those goods and places which enable 
experiences.  

• This includes goods and places which affect the senses:
• Flavour,

• Odour

• Touch,

• Sound



The Culture Economy

• Where clients interact with:
• An environment

• Traditional practices, traditional places, traditional lifestyles

• Out of those interactions come stories that they take away and which 
they retain all their lives.

• Those ‘stories’ or ‘narratives’ are where the real value lies!



Some Scottish examples

•Culture economies
• Scottish food and drink 
• Scots and Gaelic Languages
• Music
• Stories of Place -- Interpretation



Culture economy (1)

• Scottish food and drink



Culture economy (2)

• Scots and Gaelic languages
• Present in the landscape

• Learning opportunities

• Literature, music, festivals, storytelling



Culture Economy (3)

• Music
• Feisan Movement

• Traditional Music and Dance Society of Scotland

• Festivals, venues, 



Culture Economy (4)

• Stories of place – Interpretation
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The Culture Economy

• The World Bank says that Tourism is the largest economic activity 
(in terms of both money generated and people employed) on the 
planet

• The fastest growing fields of tourism are within the Experience 
Economy!

• These include Cultural Heritage tourism, Outdoor Recreation, 
Adventure Tourism  

• Why?



Social Changes

• In 2013, over 50% of Europe lives in cities

• Growth of prosperity

• Rise of ‘Individualism’

• Greater mobility, access to wider world through media



Social Changes

• Urban life:
• Live in small box

• Travel in smaller metal box

• Work in large box

• Sit in front of small box

• Repeat in reverse….



Social changes

• What is missing?
• Social stimulation

• Physical exercise

• Encounters with a natural world

• Loss of history, heritage

• Connection with place



Urban lives – rural enterprise

• Opportunities:
• Supply identified rural products to urban markets

• Local food,

• Local products

• Why?  People associate the qualities of rural landscape with products.

• Offer actual experiences in rural landscape so urban consumers 
can experience it directly, themselves. 



Urban lives – rural innovation

• Rural people have resources!

• They have always had access to them

• As a result, they may not see the same value in them as 
those who do not have them.



Urban lives- Rural innovation

• What assets do rural people have?

• We see them from our own history, heritage and perspective

• We also need to see them from the perspective of urban 
markets



Rural innovations

• General assets:
• Growing global emphasis on green ‘nature’, biodiversity, etc.

• Increased emphasis on exercise, health, adventure

• Easier to get to rural places now

• City people can access images, stories, and rural places through 
media

• Increased penetration of digital networks aids communication, 
eases logistics, and brings awareness of otherwise unknown places



Rural innovations

• Globally, the value of ‘stories’  -- “narrative” – has risen as a key 
of economic resource
• The ‘Experience Economy’

• Movie tourism
• Outdoor adventures
• Direct experience
• “The most valuable things in life, are not things!”

• Cultural Heritage
• Rediscovering ‘roots’
• Innovative ways of using cultural heritage, especially for education, tourism and 

social work



Rural innovations

• Rural life is not as ‘isolated’ or ‘backwards’ as it was once seen to be

• Spread of quality service provision (education, health, access to 
goods, services and ideas) to rural areas, makes things more equal

• Improved transport networks and mobility for goods, as well as 
people



Seeing the value in what we have

• Land for production is very important, but it has other 
important uses and functions too!

• Multifunctional land use….
• ie Forests: timber, recreation, beauty, landscape, biodiversity, not-

timber forest products

• Some of those extra ‘uses’ are key resources for innovative new 
rural enterprises.



Seeing the value in what we have

• Easy to forget the value in something that has always been 
there

• Just because something wasn’t useful to our forefathers 
doesn’t mean it cannot be useful now

• We need to look with ‘new eyes’



• As the wider society changes, it takes away existing 
opportunities, but brings others in its place.

• If we can see what the new demands are, and understand 
how what we have can satisfy them, we can point rural 
residents towards new vocations, new professions in what 
can be a sustainable economy based upon the resources and 
advantages already present!
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